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CATALOGUEManor Estate Wines are produced from a 
selection of the best fruit sourced from 

South Australia including the renowned Adelaide 
Hills and McLaren Vale regions. We incorporate 
traditional wine making techniques to produce 
quality wines for all occasions.

Our full-bodied red wines exhibit a consistent 
smoothness and complexity, giving an exhilarating 
experience you can enjoy glass upon glass.

The white wines are refreshing and crisp while our 
signature Sparkling Brut and Sparkling Shiraz will 
surely tantalise your taste buds. 

Manor Estate Wines are excellent companions to a 
myriad of foods and cuisines.

manorestate.com.au/wines   
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SPARKLING BRUT

This Sparkling Brut is a medium body wine with an elegant structure and 
persistence of flavour. 

It has a soft and flavoursome palate and exhibits an aged style with a creamy 
crisp acid finish. 
It is dry on the palate with aromas and flavours that hint apple, pear and 
citrus. Serve well chilled with your favourite white meats or partner up with 
everything from traditional caviar to butter-drenched seafood delights and 
salty flavoured fare.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2013 LIMITED RESERVE

That special occasion deserves a special wine. A wine that just mellows 
with the thoughts of a memorable night, where the rich dark wine 

viscosities and brilliant berry tastes flicker on your taste buds. 
Reminiscent of a roaring fire’s warmth fusing with your senses, or the soft 
and gently smoothing lingering sweet after taste of that last sip, a tantalizing 
memory of that deep black-current and peppery plum wine with spicy rich 
mouth-watering aromas. 
This is a wine that is both uplifting dynamic and yet displays the soft oak 
undertones characteristically a signature of the region.

SPARKLING SHIRAZ

This Sparkling Shiraz is an excellent medium body bubbly wine with an 
elegant structure and persistence of flavour. The wine pours as a violet 

frothy liquid settling into a vivid purple coloured bubbling wine. 
The smell of blackcurrants, cherries, cherries, blackberries and more hit your 
senses. As you finish pouring the froth slowly settles into a purple steady 
mousse. 
This wine on tasting exhibits a powerful fruit showing a dryness though 
seemingly sweet characteristic with some acid and tannin on the finish.
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MERLOT 2009 LIMITED RESERVE

Manor Estate’s Merlot is a medium bodied, vibrant style of red wine with 
lifted plum and dried herbs and spices flavours. 

A beautiful balance of cassis character and soft tannins offering a smooth 
tasting to the last drop. This Merlot offers that familiarity while surprising  
the palate at the same time. 
Making this the perfect complement to your lamb roast or chargrilled 
vegetables.

SHIRAZ 2013 LIMITED RESERVE

This exceptional wine displays a soft rich plumy character as you would 
expect from a matured Shiraz wine vintage produced in the Adelaide 

Hills Region. It is characterized by its spicy gentle oak and rich berry fruit 
flavour with subtle hints of spice and pepper. It has a rich consistency 
supported by its black and red fruit mid palate taste. 
It is a wine to be savoured immediately and or cellared as the tannins are 
mature enough giving the wine enough structure to age or enjoy on that 
special occasion without leaving the palate too dry.

CHARDONNAY 2009 SPECIAL VINTAGE

This rich unwooded wine brings with the first taste loads of fruit that 
interact perfectly with your mid palate highlighting the distinct ripe 

pear and melon flavours. 
It incorporates a crisp pristine consistency with a long lingering taste of 
tropical fruits and savoury dates. Enjoyed on any occasion this refreshing 
Chardonnay serves best well chilled to accompany a range of dishes, 
cheeses and or condiments. 
The Manor Estate Vintage Reserve Chardonnay is a refreshing wine to be 
enjoyed at any time and for any occasion.


